
Contact your Cat Dealer to Streamline  
your Cat parts ordering process

CONNECT YOUR SYSTEM SAVING TIME & MONEY

Online parts ordering may take 80% less time than traditional parts counter ordering. 

Eliminate duplicate order entry to increase equipment uptime, by reducing parts order 
errors up to 80%.

Save up to 50% or more in total transaction costs.

BUY WITH 
GREATER 
EFFICIENCY

CAT® INTEGRATED PROCUREMENT
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MORE THAN 700 CUSTOMER CONNECTIONS 
WITH NEARLY 1.5 MILLION TRANSACTIONS 
EACH YEAR. 

Secure Internet connection

Business or procurement system capable of sending 
and receiving XML via HTTPS 

IT and business resources allocated to implement and 
sustain your Cat IP connection

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

10 More Benefits Linked to Cat IP

1.   Frees up valuable purchasing staff time  
for other more important, demanding duties,  
such as sourcing, supplier negotiations  
and contracting.

2.   Reduces or eliminates returned parts  
and re-orders because Cat IP search query 
tools identify and note correct replacement  
part numbers. 

3.   Includes new, Cat Reman, Cat Classic,  
dealer exchange and used parts with  
easy online access to information and  
24/7 ordering for all.

4.   Sends order acknowledgments  
to confirm orders and keep you informed  
about their status.

5.   Allows you to set up user preferences  
that suit your business goals, such as eliminating 
process steps, speeding up ordering, etc.

6.   Lets you create frequent order lists  
that save you time (e.g., no need to re-type  
parts you’re ordering) when you place  
repeat orders. 

7.   Eliminates time spent by other team  
members, including your shipping/receiving 
staff, who won’t waste time dealing with the  
wrong parts. 

8.   Reduces equipment downtime caused by 
incorrect orders, e.g., inadvertently ordering  
the wrong parts.

9.  Provides online access to parts and service 
technical information, such as Planned  
Maintenance (PM) Checklists and Service  
Information System (SIS) information. 
 
Saves money by reducing more costly  
off-contract spending.

10.


